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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada relies on strong economic health for downstream demand. As a
result, as economic uncertainty rises, demand will fall, constraining revenue. Volatile steel prices will continue to
influence industry revenue. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants chapter.

• The industry's level of competition is forecast to rise as consumption and consumer spending slow, and remaining
players must compete more heavily for the remaining work. For more detail, please see the Basis of Competition
chapter.

• The industry is expected to become slightly more concentrated as demand declines. In this fragmented industry,
small operators may be forced to merge or be acquired by larger players to survive. For more detail, please see the
Market Share Concentration chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This industry rolls or draws steel purchased externally, which may be sourced from local steelmakers or imported.

Industry operators produce a variety of shapes through the rolling process, while the only drawn product is wire of
various grades and gauges. The industry does not include vertically integrated steel companies that incidentally
draw or roll-form steel, nor does it include metal service centres whose primary business is the distribution of steel
products to end markets.

Major Players Heico Corporation

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Rolling plates, sheets, strips, rods and bars from purchased steel

Drawing wire from purchased steel

Processing purchased steel to meet customer specifications

The major products and services in this industry are:

Cold-rolled steel sheet and strip

Cold-finished steel bars

Steel wire products

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Iron & Steel Manufacturing in
Canada

Metal Pipe & Tube Manufacturing
in Canada

Nonferrous Metal Rolling &
Alloying in Canada

Metal Wholesaling in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Steel Rolling & Drawing in the US Iron Smelting and Steel
Manufacturing in Australia

Steel Rolling in China Basic Steel Processing in the UK
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$2.3bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2017–2022

2.5%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

-0.5%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$86.6m
Profit

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-3.0%

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

3.8%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-1.2pp

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

94
Businesses

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-2.9%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

-0.9%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

2,922
Employment

Annual Growth

2017–2022

2.0%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

0.0%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$225.7m
Wages

Annual Growth

2017–2022

1.9%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

-0.1%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

Key External Drivers % = 2017–22 Annual Growth

-11.9%
Demand from car and automobile
manufacturing

6.8%
World price of steel

3.6pp
Industrial capacity utilization

-0.6%
Value of nonresidential
construction

1.0%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Concentration
Low   Technology Change

Low

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Regulation & Policy

Medium / Steady

  Barriers to Entry
Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
Very High   Capital Intensity

High

  Industry Assistance
Low / Steady   Industry Globalization

High / Increasing

  Competition
High / Increasing

 

Key Trends

 Industry revenue has functioned more in line with steel
prices in recent years

 Trade performance has endured volatile performance due
steep tariffs

 A growing share of industry output has been for domestic
consumption

 Industrial capacity utilization is closely tied to demand for
steel

 Construction markets is projected to support revenue growth

 As steel product prices stabilize, input costs will likely be
limited and ultimately fall

 Growing exports due to an appreciating dollar has supported
the industry
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Very high Volatility

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Product/Service Concentration

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2017-2022)

  High Revenue Growth (2022-2027)

  High Performance Drivers

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2022)

  Low Outlier Growth

  World price of steel
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Executive Summary Drawn out: Federal infrastructure programs and rising construction
activity will likely support the industry

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada has experienced very high revenue volatility over the five years to
2022. This is due to fluctuating downstream demand, volatile steel prices and the effects of the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. Additionally, steel rolling and drawing mills are increasingly forced to compete with vertically
integrated steel producers in the Canadian Iron and Steel Manufacturing industry (IBISWorld report 33111CA).
Integrated steel mills have a competitive advantage due to their ability to source steel internally, eliminating the need
to rely on outside suppliers for steel rods or sheets. As primary steel producers continue to consolidate operations,
they cut rolling and drawing mills out of the market by selling rolled and drawn steel products directly to customers.
As a result, IBISWorld projects industry revenue will increase at an annualized rate of 2.5% to $2.3 billion over the
five years to 2022, including a decline of 7.9% in 2022 alone.

Despite the Canadian dollar appreciating over the past five years, exports have continued to grow, further
supporting the industry. The United States continue to be the industry's largest trading partner, a long-lasting trend
over the past decade. However, the pandemic is expected to hinder downstream demand and the industry's supply
chain. As a result, industry revenue contracted in 2020, with a strong recovery in 2021 due to the economy
reopening and the world price of steel increasing more than 100.0% that same year. Consequently, with steel prices
stabilizing in 2022, IBISWorld anticipates revenue and profit to fall, further increasing performance volatility.

The industry is expected to fall over the five years to 2027, with countervailing downstream market trends and falling
steel prices limiting industry performance. Within Canada, operators will likely continue to be squeezed as integrated
steel mills and metal wholesalers increasingly take on functions previously performed by steel rolling and drawing
mills. However, construction activity is anticipated to support the industry, along with federal infrastructure programs.
Consequently, IBISWorld projects industry revenue will decrease at an annualized rate of 0.5% to $2.2 billion over
the five years to 2027.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

World price of steel

The price of steel changes in response to global supply and demand for steel. During periods of strong demand,
steel producers can pass on some of the cost increases to customers through higher steel prices, resulting in higher
revenue. Conversely, when demand for steel weakens, steel producers are forced to undercut their selling prices,
lowering revenue and profit margin. Accordingly, steadily rising steel prices are generally favourable to this industry's
performance. The world price of steel is expected to decrease in 2022, posing a potential threat to the industry.

 

Demand from car and automobile manufacturing

The Car and Automobile Manufacturing industry is a major consumer of rolled and drawn steel products. Higher
consumer spending on durable goods drives growth in automotive production to the benefit of the industry. Demand
from car and automobile manufacturing is forecast to increase in 2022.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

Manufacturers of rolled and drawn steel products have increasingly relied on exports for revenue growth, particularly
as international demand for steel grows. The Canadian effective exchange rate index (CEER) measures the
strength of the dollar compared with other major currencies. Any appreciation makes domestic goods more
expensive for foreign customers. Conversely, a depreciating dollar makes Canadian goods less expensive in
international markets. The CEER is expected to decrease in 2022, representing a potential opportunity for the
industry.

 

Value of nonresidential construction

The value of nonresidential construction measures total expenditure on office buildings, hospitals, factories, power
plants and spending on other infrastructure. When nonresidential construction increases, demand for industry
products increases as well. The value of nonresidential construction is expected increase in 2022.

 

Industrial capacity utilization

Industrial capacity utilization measures how much potential production capacity is being used. A higher utilization
rate indicates that manufacturers are producing closer to full capacity. Industrial capacity utilization is closely tied to
demand for steel because steel is used in a variety of industrial applications, particularly in construction and
transportation equipment manufacturing. Industrial capacity utilization is expected to increase in 2022.
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Current
Performance

Operators in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry act as
intermediaries between upstream primary steel producers and
downstream metal wholesalers and end use markets.

However, primary steel producers typically have large, integrated operations, which have increasingly included
rolling and drawing steel. These operators have been the most salient threat to industry operations over the past
decade. Nevertheless, as integrated steel mills tend to sell steel in large volumes, their primary customers are large
manufacturers that buy steel inputs in bulk. The existence of the intermediary Steel Rolling and Drawing industry is
based on its ability to process steel to more precise specifications for manufacturers or building contractors and
supply this product in a timelier, more cost-efficient and individualized manner than primary steel producers.

The industry is expected to have experienced very high volatility due to fluctuating commodity prices, coupled with
the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. As a result, IBISWorld projects industry revenue will increase at an
annualized rate of 2.5% to $2.3 billion over the five years to 2022, including a decline of 7.9% in 2022 alone.

COMMODITY VOLATILITY

The price of steel has been extremely volatile over the five years to 2022,
which has resulted in significant revenue swings for the industry.

Prior to the reporting period, the price of steel declined sharply as a result of global oversupply, especially from
China. Since the industry does not produce steel, but rather rolls and draws purchased steel, lowering prices of steel
improved profitability and demand in some cases. Moving forward, as global oversupply subsided and demand
steadied, industry revenue has functioned more in line with steel prices than it had in previous years. However,
similar trends began in 2019, with the price of steel falling more than 10.0% in both 2019 and 2020. In addition, the
coronavirus pandemic further hindered the industry in 2020, limiting growth opportunities.

DOWNSTREAM DEMAND

Domestic demand has been largely shaped by three prominent economic
trends, which include the decline in auto manufacturing, volatile
performance in nonresidential construction and the coronavirus
pandemic.

Demand from the car and automobile manufacturing sector in Canada (IBISWorld report 33611aCA) is projected to
plummet during the period. Furthermore, the value of nonresidential construction is anticipated to decrease,
contributing to volatile revenue during the current period. In line with weakened demand determinants in recent
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years, some companies curtailed production capacity and idled facilities. Consequently, the number of
establishments is estimated to decrease at an annualized rate of 2.9% to 106 locations over the five years to 2022.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

In a highly globalized sector, the industry is sensitive to fluctuations in
international trade volumes.

Exports are expected to grow over the past five years despite the Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index
increasing. The CEER index is a weighted average of bilateral exchange rates of the Canadian dollar compared with
the currencies of major trading partners. A decreasing CEER index makes imported industry products more
expensive and less price competitive against local goods. As a result, industry exports are expected to increase an
annualized 1.8% to $645.9 million over the five years to 2022. Shipments to the United States, which accounts for
about 95.0% of exports, have been the key driver of this trend. However, trade performance also endured volatile
performance as steep tariffs imposed by the Trump administration in 2019 hindered trade activity. Meanwhile,
imports are projected to decrease an annualized 0.2% to $737.5 million over the five years to 2022.

GLOBALIZATION

Imports from certain countries have increased substantially during this
period.

Due to decelerating economic growth in China and other emerging markets, Chinese steel mills have increasingly
dumped steel products into the global market at artificially low prices, leading to global overcapacity and placing
downward pressure on steel prices on an international level for much of the period. These trends have wreaked
havoc on the upstream Iron and Steel Manufacturing industry in Canada (33111CA) and many other metal
manufacturing industries in Canada, with ramifications down the supply chain.

However, a growing share of industry output during the current period has been for domestic consumption. Exports
have declined as a share of revenue over the past five years. Concurrently, imports share of domestic demand have
also fallen. These trends suggest that while demand has increasingly focused on Canadian businesses and
construction activity.

INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE

Countervailing trends contribute to the industry's volatile performance
over the past five years.

With businesses reopening, demand for industry products is expected to support the sharp recovery. In addition,
with steel prices expected to expand more than 100.0% in 2021, industry revenue is anticipated to expand more
than 30.0% in 2021 alone. However, as steel prices stabilize, industry profit is expected to fall in 2022. Overall,
IBISWorld expects industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, to account for 3.8% of revenue in
2022, down from 5.0% in 2017. With the economy expected to demonstrate signs of continued recovery, IBISWorld
expects industry employment to increase, rising an annualized 2.0% to 2,922 workers over the five years to 2022.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of steel
(Index)

2013 1,029 259 98.0 85.0 2,016 467 648 160 1,210 195
2014 1,454 265 98.0 85.0 2,069 526 700 160 1,627 187
2015 2,059 484 104 91.0 2,689 580 747 203 2,226 131
2016 1,554 409 111 98.0 2,477 562 694 185 1,686 144
2017 2,011 401 123 109 2,645 591 743 206 2,164 187
2018 2,081 408 123 109 2,832 558 827 214 2,351 219
2019 1,860 388 108 97.0 2,502 470 709 191 2,099 177
2020 1,787 271 109 97.0 2,459 525 610 187 1,872 174
2021 2,473 449 108 96.0 3,039 699 804 237 2,578 367
2022 2,279 415 106 94.0 2,922 646 738 226 2,370 260
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is expected to decline

marginally over the five years to 2027 due to falling steel prices and tepid
industrial capacity utilization growth.

Since carbon steel sheet and wire is a commoditized product, its price in both Canadian and world markets is often
a good indicator of global demand for industry products. In addition, integrated steel mills will likely continue to
poach clients from operators in this industry, competing on price and curbing more robust growth. Consequently,
IBISWorld projects industry revenue will decrease at an annualized rate of 0.5% to $2.2 billion over the five years to
2027.

DOWNSTREAM DEMAND

Volatile and slowing demand growth from downstream markets will likely
limit industry growth over the next five years.

For instance, despite the value of nonresidential construction expanding during the outlook period, industrial
capacity utilization in Canada is expected to remain relatively stagnant. Industrial capacity utilization measures how
much potential production capacity is being used. A higher utilization rate indicates that manufacturers are
producing closer to full capacity. Industrial capacity utilization is closely tied to demand for steel because steel is
used in a variety of industrial applications, particularly in construction and transportation equipment manufacturing.
In addition, US manufacturing capacity utilization is projected to fall over the next five years, further limiting growth
as the United States is the industry's largest trading partner. A slowing US economy is expected to hamper growth
after the pandemic, coupled with stabilizing steel prices.

OPPORTUNITIES

Construction markets is projected to support revenue growth over the
next five years.

Along with an anticipated rise in residential construction, the value of nonresidential construction is also projected to
grow over the next five years. A growing broader economy will likely stimulate construction investments moving
forward, offering an opportunity for industry operators that produce steel sheet products and wire. Further boosting
demand from the construction sector, are federal programs such as the Economic Action Plan and the New Building
Canada Plan. With a budget of $53.0 billion, the New Building Canada Plan will provide federal funding for
infrastructure projects, such as bridges, tunnels, public transit and public facilities, over the five years to 2027. Since
rebar, mesh and other fabricated wire products are used in the construction of virtually all nonresidential structures,
increased federal spending on infrastructure projects will ultimately benefit the industry.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The industry is projected to maintain a relatively steady relationship with
its largest trade partners during the outlook period, as measured by the
Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index, a weighted average of
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bilateral exchange rates of the Canadian dollar compared the currencies
of major trading partners.

Despite the CEER index decreasing over the next five years, IBISWorld expects trade performance to also decline.
Typically, an increasing CEER index makes imported industry products less expensive and more price competitive
against local goods. As a result, the value of exports is forecast to decline at an annualized rate of 0.2% to $638.1
million over the five years to 2027. Furthermore, imports are projected to fall an annualized 0.8% to $706.9 million
during the same period. However, trade activity will likely continue to remain stable due to the various trade
agreements of which Canada is a part. These include the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement and the EU-
Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement.

INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE

As steel product prices stabilize, input costs will likely be limited and
ultimately fall.

Typically, larger producers try to pass on increased input costs to their downstream customers, buffered by
economies of scale and vertical integration, smaller companies have to absorb some of these costs. While much of
the industry is made up of small operators, industry profit is expected to grow over the next five years as the
economy recovers from the coronavirus pandemic.

The prevalence of acquisitions from the Iron and Steel Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report
33111CA) will be a significant threat to the Steel Rolling and Drawing industry over the coming years. Vertically
integrated steel producers that can source their own steel for rolled and drawn products generally attain higher
margin and are better able to compete with smaller operators that specialize in a single segment of steel production,
such as rolling and drawing. Consequently, the number of industry establishments is forecast to decrease at an
annualized rate of 1.0% to 101 locations over the five years to 2027. Furthermore, industry employment is forecast
to remain stagnant at 2,916 workers during the same period.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of steel
 (Index)

2022 2,279 415 106 94.0 2,922 646 738 226 2,370 260
2023 2,233 417 105 94.0 2,894 634 719 223 2,317 237
2024 2,237 415 105 94.0 2,911 637 718 224 2,318 232
2025 2,245 417 104 92.0 2,922 640 718 225 2,322 229
2026 2,236 419 102 91.0 2,911 639 712 224 2,309 221
2027 2,228 419 101 90.0 2,916 638 707 224 2,296 214
2028 2,244 422 101 90.0 2,943 644 710 226 2,309 214
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The industry's key product and market segments are well-defined and stable

Industry operators are being acquired by large steel producers with integrated operations

Technological development is external to the industry

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its life cycle, characterized by slow
growth rates, market acceptance, static product lines and industry consolidation Industry value added (IVA), which
measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 0.4% over
the 10 years to 2027. Canadian GDP is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 1.7% during the same period.
While IVA is expected to grow at a slower rate than GDP, these trends mostly reflect a period of depressed steel
prices and the concurrent depreciation of the Canadian dollar, particularly during the first half of the 10-year period.

Importantly, product lines are relatively static, which is endemic to mature industries. Most operators rely on
conventional product lines since the utility of steel is not evolving rapidly, relying on tried and true applications to
support industry demand. Lastly, technological change is minimal and dominated by efforts to reduce costs, improve
efficiency and meet increasingly stringent environmental standards. Since the bulk of technological development
that pertains to industry operations falls outside of the industry, the Steel Rolling and Drawing industry is susceptible
to external advancements rather than internal development, further demonstrating the industry's maturity. Overall,
while recent demand has been robust, the industry's long-term correlation with the overall economy is indicative of a
mature industry.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Hardware Manufacturing in Canada

Metal Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Car & Automobile Manufacturing in Canada

Aircraft, Engine & Parts Manufacturing in Canada

Wire & Spring Manufacturing in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Thermal Power in Canada

Hydroelectric Power in Canada

Iron & Steel Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Iron Ore Mining in Canada

Coal Mining in Canada

Water Supply & Irrigation Systems in Canada

Products & Services

  Operators in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry are heavily
dependent on downstream demand for each of the industry's product
segments.

However, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to hinder the construction sector and the industry's
supply chain, limiting overall spending on industry-relevant products.

COLD-ROLLED STEEL SHEET AND STRIP

IBISWorld expects cold-rolled steel sheet and strip to account for 38.5% of
industry revenue in 2022, increasing as a share of revenue over the five
years to 2022.

Cold-rolled sheet and strip is produced by flattening steel through a series of rollers while being kept below
recrystallization temperature. This process improves steel's strength, hardness, ductility and surface finish. Cold-
rolled sheet and strip can be cut and bent into a variety of shapes, which are then sold as intermediary inputs in the
production of other fabricated metal products. With businesses reopening and recovering from the coronavirus
pandemic, this segment has increased overall as a share of industry revenue during the period.

STEEL WIRE PRODUCTS

IBISWorld expects steel wire products to account for 52.0% of industry
revenue in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five
years.

Products in this segment include steel wires and ropes, steel nails and staples, galvanized steel wire, steel fencing
and steel mesh. Steel wire production is dependent on industrial capacity utilization, which includes output from the
mining, oil and gas extraction, electric power transmission and distribution, construction and manufacturing
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industries. This segment's share of industry revenue has decreased during the period due to strong shipments of
sheet and strip products.

COLD-FINISHED STEEL BARS

IBISWorld expects cold-finished steel bars to account for 5.9% of industry
revenue in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five
years.

Cold-finished bars are produced from hot-rolled bars through cold drawing, turning, grinding and polishing. This
process improves steel's surface finish by adding to size tolerance, concentricity, straightness, tensile and yield
strength and machinability. Cold-finished bars are used in the manufacture of appliances, automobiles, machinery
and other equipment. Demand from this segment has remained decreased due to decelerating domestic
manufacturing activity and rising competition from low-cost imports.

OTHER

IBISWorld expects other products to account for 3.6% of industry revenue
in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five years.

These products are generally made to order or are processes that garner low price points which contribute to their
negligible share of industry revenue. Products in this segment include iron and steel powders, pastes and flakes.
This segment also includes services such as corrugating iron or steel, reheating these metals and custom design,
among others.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for products produced in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing
industry changes in line with fluctuations in the economy, which dictate
demand from major downstream markets.

Additionally, businesses are more likely to invest in new commercial space and vehicles when they have higher
profit margin, thereby making levels of corporate profit and industrial capacity utilization salient indicators of
downstream demand for the industry. Similarly, consumers are more likely to buy durable goods such as cars when
they are confident that their incomes are secure. Thus, levels of disposable income, employment, consumer
spending and consumer confidence are all powerful indicators of industry performance. Employment and corporate
profit typically increase when the economy is growing and decrease when it is contracting. Accordingly, this
industry's key markets, which include commercial construction and automobile manufacturing, are highly cyclical in
nature.

Canadian construction activity is particularly sensitive to business conditions and movements in interest rates.
Commercial building construction has faltered in recent years due to decreased business sentiment and reduced
private investment. However, residential construction has been on the rise, although these installations typically
require other inputs, contributing weakly to demand for industry products. Due to lower demand from the Canadian
construction market, domestic manufacturers have increasingly turned to exports markets such as the United States,
where commercial construction activity is growing at a comparatively stronger pace. Motor vehicle production is also
sensitive to consumer confidence and overall employment levels. As consumer confidence and disposable income
rise, people are more likely to commit to large purchases, such as new vehicles, which ultimately drives demand for
products made by this industry. As a result, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic influencing downstream demand
as operators are reliant on the country's expanding industrial capacity utilization.

The industry is highly susceptible to economic conditions in the United States, which effectively consumes more
than one-fourth of all rolled and drawn steel products made in Canada. Export levels are almost entirely dependent
on demand conditions in the United States since more than 90.0% of exports are destined for the nation in 2022.
Therefore, the 25.0% tariff on Canadian steel from the United States reduced the amount of steel exported to the
country between June 2018 and May 2019 when the tariffs were in effect.
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Major Markets

  EXPORTS

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada experienced an overall
decline in 2020 due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

This is due to the industry's supply chain being disrupted, affecting key downstream markets. IBISWorld expects
industry exports to account for 28.3% of industry revenue in 2022, down from 28.3% in 2017. Exports are the largest
end market for the industry; for more information, refer to the international trade section of this report. Most exports
are shipped to the United States, which is expected to account for more than 90.0% of export revenue in 2022. No
other country accounts for a significant share of exports in 2022. As a result, the industry is vulnerable to conditions
in downstream manufacturing and construction markets in the United States and currency fluctuations and tariffs.
Crucially, while the following discussion outlines the end use application for domestic demand, IBISWorld expects
that foreign demand will mirror that of domestic applications in their respective domains.

MANUFACTURING AND INDUSTRIAL

IBISWorld expects manufacturing and industrial markets to account for
14.4% of industry revenue in 2022, increasing as a share of revenue over
the past five years.

Major consumers of rolled and drawn steel products are manufacturers of steel pipes and tubes and mining, oil and
gas machinery, among others. A range of other manufacturing applications, such as rail, agriculture, machinery,
industrial packaging and appliances; and specialized steel applications, such as for trade shows and other
temporary installations, account for the remainder of industry output. With the economy expected to recover,
IBISWorld expects this segment to expand in response.

AUTOMOTIVE

IBISWorld expects the automotive market to account for 18.1% of industry
revenue in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five
years.

The domestic automotive industry is the largest market within the manufacturing sector for rolled and drawn steel
products. Despite signs of recovery, motor vehicle manufacturing (IBISWorld reports 33611bCA and 33611aCA) has
endured wavering demand over the past five years, with demand for passenger automobiles falling while trucks and
commercial vehicle demand has stagnated. This uncertainty nonetheless paves the way for industry operators to
carve out a niche that focuses on automobile manufacturing even as many automakers are making their way toward
substitute metals due to the volatile price of steel during the current period.

CONSTRUCTION

IBISWorld expects construction to account for 17.1% of industry revenue
in 2022, increasing as a share of revenue over the past five years.

Rolled and drawn steel is used extensively across the construction sector for its strength, versatility, consistency and
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sustainability. While steel products are primarily confined to use in nonresidential construction, steel framing and
roofing has increased its share of the housing construction market due to its energy efficiency, longer life
expectancy, low life cycle costs and greater durability. With the value of nonresidential construction expanding in
2022, IBISWorld anticipates this to support this segment's growth.

STEEL SERVICE CENTRES AND OTHER WHOLESALERS

IBISWorld expects steel service centres and other wholesalers to account
for 22.1% of industry revenue in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue
over the five years to 2022.

Service centres perform functions such as sawing, shearing, bending, levelling, cleaning and edging rolled and
drawn steel products. Service centres also further process steel for customers by cutting-to-length, slitting, shearing,
roll forming, shape correction and surface improvement, blanking, tempering, plate burning and stamping.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Medium and Steady

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is heavily reliant on international trade, fully entrenched in a
global commodity marketplace. Major importers of rolled and drawn steel to Canada are the United States, China,
South Korea and Spain. The United States is the primary export market as well, though other countries including
New Zealand, China and Switzerland, among others, represent important markets for certain product categories.
China and South Korea's prevalence as a key source of imports is due to their cost competitiveness and the 2016
implementation of the Canada-South Korea Free Trade Agreement. While proximity and trade agreements have
traditionally been the basis for free trade between the United States and Canada, tariffs on steel products from both
countries negatively affected trade from the time they were in place between June 2018 and May 2019. For more
information on these tariffs, refer to the Industry Assistance section.

Imports

Excluding relevant products made by integrated steel mills, imports are expected to decrease an annualized 0.2% to
$737.5 million over the five years to 2022 and are anticipated to satisfy more than 30.0% of domestic demand in
2022. This is largely attributable to the Canadian dollar depreciating, which has contributed to this decline by making
foreign products less attractive relative to domestic goods. With the Canadian dollar expected to continue
depreciating over the five years to 2027, IBISWorld expects industry exports to also continue falling over the next
five years.

Exports

Industry exports are expected to increase an annualized 1.8% to $645.9 million over the five years to 2022. The
diminishing share of domestic demand satisfied by imports and production destined for international markets
suggests that while the industry is highly globalized, operations have recently taken a turn toward domestic
production and consumption simultaneously. The United States dominates the export market, as it has historically,
accounting for more than 90.0% of exports over the past decade. The United States will likely continue to dominate
the industry's export market over the coming years due to its proximity and regional trade agreements with Canada.
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Business
Locations

  The concentration of establishments in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry is largely influenced by their proximity to
upstream suppliers, such as iron and steel manufacturers; and to downstream customers, such as metal wholesalers. Industry
locations also tend to be correlated with population density, which signals economic activity, with the majority of establishments
located in Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta.

Ontario

Ontario has the largest share of industry establishments, accounting for 48.0% of establishments in 2022. This region also houses
the greatest number of iron and steel manufacturing establishments and steel service centres, a key market for industry products.
Additionally, Ontario is the most densely populated province, thus accounting for the greatest amount of construction activity.
Furthermore, the region is a key destination for imports and exports due to its large shared border with the United States
comprising the Great Lakes region.

Quebec

Quebec is expected to account for 17.5% of industry establishments in 2022. Similar to Ontario, Quebec is home to many
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upstream suppliers and downstream customers, including steel service centres and automobile manufacturers. Quebec is also the
second-most populated province, with a substantial amount of construction activity.

Alberta and British Columbia

Alberta and British Columbia account for a notable share of industry establishments at 12.0% and 13.0%, respectively, in 2022.
These two provinces are Canada's fastest-growing regions in terms of population, aside from certain territories, where population
levels remain low.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada has a low level of industry concentration, with the four largest
operators expected to generate less than 20.0% of industry revenue in 2022. However, this breakdown does not
include vertically integrated steel producers and wholesalers with their own rolling and drawing capabilities. Despite
some merger and acquisition activity, the industry remains fragmented and highly competitive. Thus, market share
concentration has fluctuated as a result, but has ultimately remained stable over the five years to 2022. Further,
while some companies are consolidating and capturing increasingly larger shares of industry revenue, demand has
risen at a quick enough rate to offset the effects. According to Statistics Canada, there are few establishments for
such a large industry. Importantly, more than 70.0% of these establishments have a staff of fewer than 20
employees while only four facilities employ more than 200 workers in 2022. Moreover, about 40.0% of industry
establishments are considered nonemployers, thereby implicitly restricting operations for these facilities to a small
scale. Still, over the past 15 years, the number of industry establishments has nearly doubled, even though demand
has wavered during certain periods. This suggests that there is enough expansion to offset consolidation activity and
the growing dominance of few key players such as SIVACO Wire Group LP.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Economies of scale:
Large-scale operations often lower the cost per unit produced.

Effective cost controls:
Operators with lower production costs are better positioned to compete with lower-priced imports.

Access to high quality inputs:
Well-established relationships with upstream steel manufacturers, both local and foreign, help to ensure access to
suitable raw materials.

Marketing of differentiated products:
A diversified product mix that serves multiple industries can help mitigate the effects of negative changes in demand
for certain rolled and drawn steel products.

Output is sold under contract:
Selling products to major customers under contract helps operators to compete with other domestic and
international manufacturers.

Ability to provide testing or thermometers for on-site employees:
Manufacturing work cannot be done remotely. As a result, operators that keep their employees safe and healthy will
have an advantage.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to account for 3.8% of revenue in 2022, down from 5.0% in
2017. Fluctuating input costs and the level of internal and external
competition have a significant influence on industry profit. In addition,
the high volatility in the world price of steel resulted in very high
revenue volatility over the five years to 2022. Typically, declining steel
price improve demand for steel products compared with substitute
metals due to its relative price and marginal utility.

Industry operators have had to contend with increased competition from
upstream suppliers and continued overcapacity, such as global steel
production exceeding global demand for steel products, which has
increased price-based competition significantly. In turn, these factors
have forced many operators to slash prices on excess inventory or idle
production at existing facilities. To combat the encroachment of
upstream suppliers into the industry, many operators have begun
specializing in niche products and applications to boost profitability and
support demand.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic disrupting supply
chains resulted in profit falling in 2020 alone. Moreover, with
businesses recovering and reopening, industry revenue and profit are
expected to bounce back in 2021, coupled with the effects of world
steel prices expanding more than 100.0% in 2021 alone. However, as
prices stabilize, industry profit will likely fall in 2022. Overall, IBISWorld
expects industry profit to expand over the five years to 2027. However,
unforeseen commodity fluctuations may pose a risk to industry profit
moving forward.
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  Wages

Industry wages are estimated to account for 9.9% of revenue in 2022,
down from 10.2% in 2017. Wages are another significant cost for the
industry, resulting in domestic producers being at a tremendous
disadvantage in regard to wage costs compared with foreign producers.
China, the second-largest industry import source, has substantially
lower wage costs compared with Canada. This advantage generally
enables Chinese producers to sell their products at less expensive
prices, thereby attracting more Canadian customers. In response to
these challenges, domestic operators have reduced new hiring activity
relative to industry expansion, relying instead on automation technology
whenever possible and increasingly experienced metalworkers that
command high salaries. IBISWorld expects wages' share of revenue to
slightly expand over the next five years.

 

  Purchases

Purchase costs are estimated to account for 67.2% of industry revenue
in 2022, down from 69.4% in 2017. Inputs, including goods for resale,
are by far the largest cost item for the industry. Input price fluctuations
have a direct effect on industry performance. Operators may not always
be able to pass on increases in raw material costs to customers,
particularly if the increase occurs during the course of filling a
contracted order. However, companies will likely contend with
considerable pressure from clients to quickly pass on cost decreases if
competitors are quicker to lower selling prices. The key material input in
the industry is regular carbon steel, which is purchased from operators
in the Iron and Steel Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld
report 33111CA). Some industry operators also use specialty grades of
steel or other nonferrous metals to manufacture specialized products,
though these materials account for a relatively small share of total
purchase costs.

 

  Marketing

Marketing costs are expected to account for 0.5% of industry revenue
in 2022. Marketing initiatives are typically directed toward downstream
manufacturers, which are often familiar with this industry's operators
and products, limiting the need for marketing.
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  Depreciation

Depreciation costs are expected to account for 4.5% of industry
revenue in 2022, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five
years. This level of depreciation reflects the large capital requirements
to open a steel rolling or drawing facility. IBISWorld expects
depreciation costs to increase over the next five years.

 

  Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 2.5% of industry revenue in
2022. The cost of rent for industry operators is higher than the average
Canadian company because of the space needed to roll or draw steel.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs are anticipated to account for 4.2% of industry revenue in
2022. As rolling and drawing steel require energy, utility costs claim a
relatively sizeable portion of industry revenue compared with the
manufacturing sector as a whole.

 

  Other Costs

Other expenses in the industry include transport and administrative
costs. IBISWorld expects other costs to account for 7.4% of industry
revenue in 2022.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The market in which the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry
operates in is highly competitive, with companies competing on the basis
of cost, price, quality and delivery speed.

Industry operators compete not only with each other, but with integrated steel mills that roll and draw steel and metal
wholesalers that process steel to customer specifications. However, these vertically integrated companies are
excluded from this industry, although they continue to pose a salient threat to industry operators. International
competition is a growing concern for manufacturers and substitute products forged from different metals also
represent a rising threat.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

Industry operators with the lowest production costs are the best
positioned to compete with integrated steel mills and foreign
manufacturers.

Companies with lower upfront costs are more profitable and are better able to compete on the basis of price.
Therefore, larger companies with favourable supply contracts and global client networks are better positioned to
gain market share. Additionally, companies that diversify operations and expand their product mix are capable of
selling to a greater variety of end use industries, alleviating the effect of reduced demand from a single downstream
market. While price is important in terms of competition, operators must also compete on quality, particularly the
degree of precision involved in rolling or drawing processes, customization capabilities and the ability to meet often-
tight delivery schedules dictated by customers.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

As primary steel manufacturers and metal wholesalers increase product
and service offerings, they effectively make obsolete steel rolling and
drawing mills, which eat into profit.

This growth in upstream and downstream industries enables participants to have larger and more diversified
operations, thereby permitting them to benefit from economies of scale. As a result, sources of revenue for the
industry have declined, as customers increasingly turn to lower priced products and value-added services offered by
integrated steel mills and metal wholesalers.

International competition remains a major concern for the industry, with imports projected to increase in coming
years to satisfy a growing portion of domestic demand. Domestic operators have to compete with large steel
manufacturers worldwide. For example, major integrated steel mills in the United States benefit from economies of
scale, while producers in China can supply lower-priced products due to lower production costs.

In particular, manufacturers of rolled steel products compete with producers of both less and more expensive
metallic and nonmetallic materials or with more expensive materials that have performance advantages. Within the
motor vehicle industry, steel competes with lighter materials such as aluminum and plastics, while aluminum and
wood are the main source of competition in construction. The emergence of additional substitutes could adversely
affect future demand for industry products.
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Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Steady

  The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada has
high barriers to entry. In addition to the large sums of
capital required to establish or purchase manufacturing
plants, prospective entrants constantly endure the threat
of import competition and competition from vertically
integrated steel producers that benefit from economies of
scale and existing excess capacity. To compete
successfully and grow its market share, a company would
require sufficient capital to enter the market via a large-
scale operation. Moreover, supply contracts are essential
to rolling and drawing processes. Since operators in this
industry do not produce steel, they are reliant on
upstream suppliers. As a result, companies with
significant capital or leveraging capabilities for financing
their orders are better able to compete, effectively barring
others from participating effectively.

Furthermore, since operators need to process steel, they
need to hire skilled metalworkers. Labour is another
significant barrier to entry due to its high cost and frequent
labour shortages for experienced metalworkers.
Apprenticeships for metalworking are hard to come by,
resulting in a shortage of skilled metalworkers, thereby
making staffing a difficult enterprise. Furthermore, many
skilled metalworkers, due to the high salaries they garner
and the networks they build while working for different
companies, are capable of developing their own small
businesses and are expected to continue making industry
participation for less connected entrepreneurs difficult.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Low  

Regulation & Policy Medium  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada exhibits a high level of globalization, primarily due to operators'
reliance on the global commodity marketplace. An industry's level of globalization is determined by numerous factors,
including the level of foreign ownership and international trade that the industry engages in. Within this industry, the
majority of operators are small, family owned businesses focused on domestic operations. However, various large
domestic operators, such as Tree Island Steel Ltd., have significant operations outside of Canada. Furthermore, several
operators, including SIVACO Wire Group LP, a subsidiary of the Heico Corporation, are headquartered outside of
Canada. Ultimately, industry operators process steel after purchase, requiring an implicit international foundation for
sourcing steel, thereby cementing the industry's globalization.

The industry is also globalized through its involvement in international trade. Imports are anticipated to satisfy more than
30.0% of domestic demand in 2022. Meanwhile, exports are projected to account for more than 25.0% of revenue in
2022. Nonetheless, both of these proportions have decreased over the five years to 2022, suggesting that industry
operators and upstream steel producers have been focused on satisfying domestic rather than foreign demand. As a
result, industry revenue was cushioned from the effects of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.
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Major Companies

Major Players Heico Corporation

Market Share: 7.7%

  The Heico Corporation (Heico) is an aerospace and electronics component manufacturer based in Florida. Heico,
founded in 1957, operates in the industry through its subsidiary, SIVACO Wire Group LP (Sivaco), which it acquired
in 2004. The parent company employs more than 5,600 people in the United States, Canada, Europe, the Middle
East and East Asia. Heico manufactures components for commercial and defence aircraft as well as industrial
applications, satellite telecommunications, weapons systems and medical equipment. In fiscal 2021 (year-end
October), Heico generated $2.3 billion in global revenue (latest data available).

Sivaco is a division of the Heico Wire Group. The company designs, manufactures and distributes steel wire
products destined for numerous end use markets. The subsidiary's primary product groups are industrial wire and
specialty wire including armour wire, rope wire, tying wire, strand wire, galvanized wire, processed wire rods, cold
heading wire, high carbon wire and upholstery wire. Recently, the company introduced a line of subsea steel wire
products, which has bolstered their industry-relevant operations. Crucially, the company specializes in made-to-
order manufacturing services that garners higher price points and operating margin compared with the industry
average. Sivaco operates two plants in Canada located in Marieville, QC, alongside its corporate headquarters and
another manufacturing facility in Ingersoll, ON. The company is estimated to employ more than 300 employees
domestically.

Financial performance

IBISWorld expects the company's industry-relevant revenue to increase at an annualized rate of 4.9% to $176.5
million over the five years to fiscal 2022. However, due to the volatile nature of the industry, IBISWorld expects the
company's performance to have experienced similar volatility over the past five years. Furthermore, the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic hindered demand from the commercial aviation industry, which in turn hurt Heico's
performance in fiscal 2020. With businesses reopening, industry-relevant revenue is expected to experience steady
recovery in fiscal 2021. Consequently, IBISWorld expects the company's industry-relevant operating profit,
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measured as earnings before interest and taxes, to increase an annualized 8.4% to $60.1 million over the five years
to fiscal 2022. With the world price of steel projected to fall in 2022, IBISWorld expects industry-relevant
performance to be influenced by this swing.

 
Heico Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year**
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016-17 139.1 N/C 40.2 N/C
2017-18 166.1 19.4 50.4 25.4
2018-19 194.8 17.3 61.2 21.4
2019-20 186.8 -4.1 65.4 6.9
2020-21 199.9 7.0 72.4 10.7
2021-22 176.5 -11.7 60.1 -17.0

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD); **Year-end October

Other Companies The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is fragmented and highly competitive. Industry operators are
forced to compete with large integrated steel mills that can reduce production costs through economies of scale and
attract more capital for investment in research and development. In addition to SIVACO Wire Group LP, other
notable operators include Tree Island Steel Ltd. and Union Drawn Steel II LP. Ultimately, there are few companies
operating in such a large industry, resulting in relatively large operations. According to data from Statistics Canada,
more than 90.0% of all establishments employ fewer than 50 people and about 40.0% are considered
nonemployers. Consequently, there is a notable disparity between the smaller and larger operators.

Tree Island Steel Ltd.

  Market Share: 3.8%
  Founded in 1964, Tree Island Steel Ltd. (Tree Island Steel) is one of the leading wire and fabricated wire product

manufacturers in North America. Headquartered in Richmond, BC, the company operates wire drawing mills and
distribution centres in North America. Within Canada, the company has facilities in Richmond, BC, and Calgary. The
company generated $215.9 million in total revenue in 2020 (latest data available).

Tree Island Steel segments its operations by end use market, which include industrial, residential, commercial,
agricultural and residential applications. Since the company uses its own facilities to draw wire from purchased steel,
all Canadian manufacturing operations are considered industry-relevant. Major product lines include bulk carbon,
stainless and galvanized wire, welded wire concrete-reinforcing mesh, bulk and collated nails, stucco-reinforcing
products, fencing and a wide range of other fabricated wire products. However, Tree Island Steel's manufacturing
capabilities also make it relevant to the Wire and Spring Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report
33261CA), fracturing its presence in this industry.

The company has endured intense competition from imports and intensifying price-based competition from other
domestic manufacturers over the five years to 2022. In response, Tree Island Steel has increasingly focused its
efforts on exporting its finished products to customers in the United States, which now account for almost two-thirds
of the company's annual sales. Accordingly, exports to the United States have been a key driver of strong financial
performance. The company noted in its most recent annual report that while many steel products which were
imported from Canada were subject to the Section 232 tariffs, the financial effect was mitigated by price increases
on the end products. Overall, IBISWorld expects the company to generate $87.6 million in industry-relevant revenue
in 2022, with the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and volatile steel prices influencing financial performance.

Union Drawn Steel II LP

  Market Share: 1.9%
  Headquartered in Hamilton, ON, Union Drawn Steel II LP (Union Drawn Steel) is Canada's leading manufacturer of

cold-finished bars and value-added processor of steel. The company produces a range of cold-drawn steel products,
including rounds, squares, hexagons and flats, as well as specialty products such as precision shafting and turned
and polished bars. The company's cold drawing process consists of drawing hot-rolled steel bars through dies of
specific sizes and shapes to improve mechanical properties, machinability, surface finish and dimensional accuracy.
Union Drawn Steel's auxiliary capabilities include straightening, grinding, saw cutting, turning, testing,
demagnetizing, annealing and stress relieving. Union Drawn Steel has a total rated capacity of 100,000 tonnes.
IBISWorld estimates that the company will generate $42.7 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2022, with the
coronavirus pandemic and volatile steel prices influencing financial performance.

Grupo Simec SAB de CV

  Grupo Simec SAB de CV (Grupo Simec) is a leading steel producer in Mexico, with operations in the United States
and Canada. Founded in 1969 and based in Mexico, the company operated in the domestic industry through its
Canadian segment, which is part of its value-added steel processing subsidiary Republic Steel Inc. (Republic Steel),
which Grupo Simec acquired in 2005. Republic Steel produces hot rolled steel bars, cold finished bars, semifinished
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tube rounds and other semi-finished tube products, although the company also manufactures other processed steel
products as well. However, Grupo Simec closed its Hamilton, ON, facility in 2019, thus exiting the industry entirely.
Similar to other operators, the company has experienced operational disruptions due to the coronavirus pandemic.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    High

  The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is
characterized by a high level of capital intensity. In 2022,
industry operators are expected to spend $0.45 on capital
investments for every $1.00 spent on labour. Large-scale
investment in machinery and equipment is required to roll
and draw steel products, which produces an industry
landscape characterized by significant capital investments.
However, capital intensity is a ratio between labour and
capital and skilled labour is essential as well, thereby
limiting the extent of capital intensity for the industry.
Experienced metalworkers are generally well
compensated, with average salaries surpassing $75,000 in
2022. Overall, wages' and depreciation's shares of revenue
have both decreased over the five years to 2022, causing
capital intensity to marginally shrink during the same
period. IBISWorld anticipates capital intensity to remain
high over the five years to 2027.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Medium Innovation
Concentration

Potential A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Very Low Ease of Entry Very
Unlikely

A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

High Rate of Entry Likely Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Low Market
Concentration

Unlikely A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  Low levels of innovation limit the threat to incumbent operators from new technologies disrupting their operations. However,
a low rate of growth in technology can also create exposure for incumbents as the trajectory of innovation in other markets
could lead to unforeseen competitive disadvantages.

Additionally, this industry's structure makes it difficult for new operators to enter and succeed. These barriers have the
potential to disincentivize potential disruptors. Despite these barriers, the industry is experiencing a rapid growth in the
number of companies. A difficult operating environment for new entrants combined with a large cohort of them may create a
situation where these companies may take on a disruptive trajectory in non-traditional markets.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada is not exposed to any
significant technological disruptions that have affected demand for industry
products over the five years to 2022.

This industry is small and benefits from playing a key role in the supply chain for metal and steel products. However,
downstream industries have the potential to vertically integrate the production of many of the industry's products, which
curtails demand. As a result, any significant technological development in downstream industries that enables them to
produce some of the industry's products themselves would adversely affect the industry. This can result from improvements
in the affordability for metalwork machinery and similar equipment that is used. Moreover, technological developments in
the construction and manufacturing industries could hurt the industry if it renders certain products obsolete. Steel wires and
variations thereof, or steel bars, could be deemed unnecessary amid certain changes in downstream industries. However,
these potential disruptors have yet to unfold as serious threats to the industry.

The level of technology change is    Low

  Companies in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry typically rely
on proven technologies, including hot and cold rolling, drawing, pickling,
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slitting, annealing, cutting, blanking and oscillating.

Technological change involving new processes for steel fabrication is low. Companies today are largely focused on
reducing costs and using computer systems to control equipment and inventory management. However, while these
technologies are rapidly evolving, they are external to the industry.

Hot rolling involves passing semifinished casting products, such as slabs, blooms and billets, through a series of rollers
above steel's recrystallization temperature to significantly reduce thickness in a single pass. Pickling is a chemical process
that uses an acidic solution to remove surface oxide, which develops on hot-rolled steel and may be performed in
conjunction with coating and lubricating. Cold rolling passes hot-rolled steel through a series of rollers below its
recrystallization temperature to improve strength, surface finish and dimensional tolerance. Another process, slitting,
involves cutting cold-rolled steel to specific widths. After cold rolling, coils of strip or sheet coil are unwound, passed
through rotary slitting knives and rewound in narrow-width coils per customer specifications. Precision rolling involves
applying pressure to achieve close tolerances of thickness and temper for steel, while annealing is a thermal process that
alters the hardness and certain metallurgical characteristics of steel.

Cutting to length involves trimming flattened steel to exact lengths, while blanking involves cutting steel into specific
shapes. Oscillating is a method that facilitates the production of exceptionally long lengths of narrow strip steel. Coils of
steel are wound in a similar way to thread on spools. Additionally, custom steel fabrication requires the cutting and welding
together of steel sheets and plates. Lastly, the drawing of steel wire is a fairly standard process in which undrawn steel is
pulled through a series of drawing plates or dies. Depending on the type of wire being drawn, different drawing plates may
be used to create a product that meets customer specifications.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Very High

  The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada has a very high level of
revenue volatility.

Demand is most significantly affected by trends in the world price of steel, levels of international trade and the health of
downstream manufacturers. Economic conditions in the United States, the industry's largest export market, particularly in
relation to the construction and manufacturing sectors, often dictate demand for rolled and drawn steel products. Industry
revenue is also susceptible to changes in domestic and international demand for steel, which places up- or downward
pressure on steel prices and influences production volumes. Plus, since domestic operators source their steel from both
Canadian producers and international suppliers, changes in the Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index influence
revenue patterns. For instance, revenue rose about 30.0% in 2017 amid plummeting steel prices and the rapid depreciation
of the Canadian dollar, which compounded to produce increased demand from export markets and less expensive industry
inputs for rolling and drawing simultaneously.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic hindered key downstream markets such as the construction,
automobile manufacturing and overall domestic industrial capacity utilization. However, exports have supported industry
revenue in 2020. Furthermore, with businesses reopening, coupled with the world price of steel increasing more than
100.0% in 2021, industry revenue also expanded, increasing more than 30.0% that same year alone. With steel prices
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stabilizing, IBISWorld expects revenue volatility to remain slightly volatile over the five years to 2027.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Medium and the trend is Steady

Participants in the Canadian Steel Rolling and Drawing industry, akin to all
manufacturing industries, are subject to federal and local environmental laws
and regulations that relate to air and water quality; limitations on the discharge
of pollutants into the environment; and standards for the treatment, handling
and disposal of toxic and hazardous wastes.

This is generally the most tangible ongoing regulatory oversight that supervises industry operations since there is no
directly pertinent legislation for steel rollers and drawers. Additionally, industry operators are also subject to a variety of
nonenvironmental regulations. These include occupational health and safety, wage, overtime and other employment
matters and dealings with provincial and federal government agencies. As with other regulatory policies, nonenvironmental
issues can vary from province to province.

Outside of these regulations, the only significant oversight is derived from international legislative bodies. Since a large
chunk of industry output is destined for foreign markets, primarily the United States, industry operators must comply with
international trade laws including those dictated by the United States International Trade Commission and the Federal
Trade Commission. Still, the largest export market is relatively simple to navigate due to the lessened restrictions under the
United States-Mexico-Canada agreement.

COVID-19

In 2020, government-mandated temporary closures of nonessential
businesses due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic affected downstream
demand for industry operators.

Furthermore, temporary closures of some factories and manufacturing plants reduced demand from the industry services,
overall contributing to contracting revenue in 2020.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Steel Rolling and Drawing industry in Canada does not receive direct
assistance from the Canadian government, although by cultivating a
favourable economic landscape for trade in steel, the federal government
indirectly aids industry operators.

Industry operators do not produce steel and are therefore reliant on domestic and international steel suppliers to operate.
Industry inputs, primarily steel, are imported duty-free from all countries qualifying for most favoured nation (MFN) status.
Importantly, most steel inputs are sourced from the United States and China, which are both categorized under MFN status,
encouraging purchases from domestic operators when Canadian steel production is insufficient to satisfy demand.

However, the governmental environment has been more complicated in recent years due to changing policies in the United
States, as the country placed Section 232 tariffs of 25.0% on imports of Canadian steel and 10.0% on imports of Canadian
aluminum. In response to these tariffs, Canada announced tariffs of its own on goods to total up to $16.6 billion,
representing the value that steel and aluminum tariffs will have on Canadian exports. The tariffs remained in place until May
2019 when the countries reached a deal to eliminate them. As the tariffs covered rolled and drawn steel, they hampered
trade between the two countries while they were in place, causing imports and exports from the United States to decrease
between June 2018 and May 2019.

Outside of governmental assistance through tariffs, there are several organizations that provide advisory or advocacy
services and information about market conditions and emerging trends for industry operators or their upstream suppliers.
For example, the Canadian Steel Producers Association seeks to advance public policies to advance Canadian producers'
competitiveness, innovation, environmental performance, skilled and productive workforce and community responsibility.
More directly, industry operators can rely on trade publications such as Canadian Metalworking and Canadian Fabricating
and Welding. However, while these resources are readily available for industry operators, they are only indirectly pertinent
to industry operations. There are no industry-specific trade associations that cater to steel rollers and drawers in Canada.

Economic response

Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the Department of Finance Canada announced a new set of economic
measures to help stabilize the economy through Canada's COVID-19 Economic Response Plan in March 2020. Such
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economic measures include emergency care benefits, tax filing extensions, a 10.0% wage subsidy for small businesses
and up to a six-month payment deferral for mortgages. These are expected to support consumers during periods of
uncertainty and support operators to remain in business. Furthermore, the Government of Canada announced the
Canadian Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS) in March 2020, providing up to 75.0% of remuneration to eligible applicants.
In addition, employers that are eligible for the CEWS are entitled to receive a 100.0% refund for certain employer
contributions to Employment Insurance, the Canada Pension Plan, the Quebec Pension Plan and the Quebec Parental
Insurance Plan paid in respect of employees who are on leave with pay.

With more than 90.0% of establishments employing fewer than 50 workers in 2022, according to IBISWorld and Statistics
Canada estimates, the Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) provides further assistance for operators. The
federal government is guaranteeing bank loans for small businesses and has been implemented by eligible financial
institutions in cooperation with Export Development Canada. The CEBA program is intended to assist with operating costs
during the coronavirus pandemic. Through a new Business Credit Availability Program, Business Development Bank of
Canada and Export Development Canada are providing more than $40.0 billion in loans and other forms of credit support
and enhancement at market rates to businesses with viable business models.

In addition, Western Economic Diversification Canada (WD) provides small businesses that were declined for CEBA
funding in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan or Manitoba in October 2020. This support provides up to $40,000 of
interest-free repayable contribution for businesses that are eligible through the Regional Relief and Recovery Fund (RRRF).
The Government of Canada announced that it will provide an additional $600.0 million to support workers and businesses
through the RRRF.

Furthermore, the Canadian Enterprise Emergency Funding Corporation (CEEFC), a subsidiary of Canada Development
Investment Corporation (CDEV), have been mandated to implement the Government of Canada's Large Employer
Emergency Financing Facility (LEEFF) in cooperation with Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada and
the Department of Finance. With CDEV and CEEFC now being a part of Canada's COVID-19 Economic Response Plan,
the LEEFF program will provide emergency funding support for large Canadian enterprises facing financial challenges
during the pandemic. This support is limited to businesses generating $300.0 million or more in annual revenue and require
a minimum loan size of about $60.0 million.

In addition, the government is establishing a Business Credit Availability Program (BCAP) to provide more than $10.0 billion
of additional support to businesses. The program will further support financing in the private sector through the Business
Development Bank of Canada (BDC) and Export Development Canada (EDC). Under this program, BDC and EDC will
enhance their cooperation with private sector lenders to coordinate financing and credit insurance solutions for Canadian
businesses.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of steel
(Index)

2013 1,029 259 98.0 85.0 2,016 467 648 160 1,210 195
2014 1,454 265 98.0 85.0 2,069 526 700 160 1,627 187
2015 2,059 484 104 91.0 2,689 580 747 203 2,226 131
2016 1,554 409 111 98.0 2,477 562 694 185 1,686 144
2017 2,011 401 123 109 2,645 591 743 206 2,164 187
2018 2,081 408 123 109 2,832 558 827 214 2,351 219
2019 1,860 388 108 97.0 2,502 470 709 191 2,099 177
2020 1,787 271 109 97.0 2,459 525 610 187 1,872 174
2021 2,473 449 108 96.0 3,039 699 804 237 2,578 367
2022 2,279 415 106 94.0 2,922 646 738 226 2,370 260
2023 2,233 417 105 94.0 2,894 634 719 223 2,317 237
2024 2,237 415 105 94.0 2,911 637 718 224 2,318 232
2025 2,245 417 104 92.0 2,922 640 718 225 2,322 229
2026 2,236 419 102 91.0 2,911 639 712 224 2,309 221
2027 2,228 419 101 90.0 2,916 638 707 224 2,296 214

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)
World price
of steel (%)

2013 -10.3 2.25 11.4 8.97 -11.2 -3.56 -9.54 -9.28 -12.3 -4.57
2014 41.3 2.31 0.00 0.00 2.62 12.7 8.01 0.31 34.5 -3.76
2015 41.6 82.9 6.12 7.05 30.0 10.2 6.78 26.8 36.8 -30.1
2016 -24.5 -15.6 6.73 7.69 -7.89 -3.11 -7.11 -8.93 -24.3 10.2
2017 29.5 -2.03 10.8 11.2 6.78 5.07 7.08 11.3 28.4 29.8
2018 3.49 1.77 0.00 0.00 7.06 -5.59 11.3 3.93 8.64 16.8
2019 -10.6 -4.93 -12.2 -11.0 -11.7 -15.7 -14.3 -10.5 -10.7 -19.0
2020 -3.92 -30.1 0.92 0.00 -1.72 11.7 -14.0 -2.15 -10.8 -1.81
2021 38.4 65.5 -0.92 -1.04 23.6 33.1 31.9 26.5 37.7 111
2022 -7.86 -7.60 -1.86 -2.09 -3.85 -7.63 -8.29 -4.65 -8.05 -29.1
2023 -2.04 0.57 -0.95 0.00 -0.96 -1.79 -2.50 -1.16 -2.24 -9.03
2024 0.18 -0.60 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.37 -0.19 0.49 0.02 -2.03
2025 0.36 0.48 -0.96 -2.13 0.37 0.56 -0.02 0.35 0.19 -1.51
2026 -0.40 0.47 -1.93 -1.09 -0.38 -0.19 -0.77 -0.36 -0.56 -3.42
2027 -0.38 0.04 -0.99 -1.10 0.17 -0.18 -0.75 0.04 -0.55 -3.13

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2013 25.2 53.5 45.4 510 15.5 20.6 79,117
2014 18.2 43.0 36.2 703 11.0 21.1 77,332
2015 23.5 33.6 28.2 766 9.85 25.9 75,418
2016 26.3 41.2 36.2 627 11.9 22.3 74,566
2017 19.9 34.4 29.4 760 10.2 21.5 77,732
2018 19.6 35.2 26.8 735 10.3 23.0 75,459
2019 20.8 33.8 25.3 743 10.3 23.2 76,419
2020 15.2 32.6 29.4 727 10.5 22.6 76,088
2021 18.2 31.2 28.3 814 9.57 28.1 77,887
2022 18.2 31.1 28.3 780 9.90 27.6 77,242
2023 18.7 31.0 28.4 771 9.99 27.6 77,091
2024 18.5 31.0 28.5 768 10.0 27.7 77,018
2025 18.6 30.9 28.5 768 10.0 28.1 77,002
2026 18.7 30.8 28.6 768 10.0 28.5 77,018
2027 18.8 30.8 28.6 764 10.1 28.9 76,920

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2022
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
http://www.ic.gc.ca

System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR)
http://www.sedar.com

Canadian Steel Producers Association
http://www.canadiansteel.ca

Industry Jargon DIE
A specialized tool used in manufacturing industries to cut or shape material using a press. Like molds, dies are
generally customized to the item they are used to create.

INTEGRATED STEEL MILL
A facility that has all the functions of primary steel production, including the manufacture and processing of raw
steel.

STEEL ROLLING
The process of reducing the thickness of steel by passing it through a series of rollers.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
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players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.
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